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INDUSTRIAL  POLICY

 A  very old one
 Fair competition and consumer

protection against monopolies
and dominant position

 From the protection of young
industries to “National Champion”

 A significant role, but
compromised by globalisation

 At the National Public
Expenditures level: >< 7-10%

 At the local level: a very low
percentage

CULTURAL POLICY

 The Welfare State for Public
and Merit Cultural Goods

 Two Models
 The patron state

 The architect state

 A marginal role into the public
policies

 At the National Public
Expenditures level: < 1%

 At the local level, an higher
percentage



 The independence claimed by “artistic
milieux”

 An addition to the indsutrial policy by its
extension to the new sector of the creative
industries

 An increasing overlapping on behalf of the
creative economy



 The concept of creative industries charts a shift 
from subsidized public arts and broadcast era media 
towards larger opened markets.

 This fits with a time when cultural/creative goods 
are considered as ‘normal goods’

 500 billions of euros, 5.3% of GDP, 12 millions of 
jobs, 7.5% of labour force

 More and more instruments shared incommon with
industrial policies: new skills training; subsidies with
reimbursement; tax credits; networking of actors. 



 Stagnation of artistic jobs, but increase of management and 
non artistic jobs in the creative industries

 Low quality of many artistic jobs: the Gig economy
 Facing economic crises the first budgets to be reduced are 

the cultural budgets
 A main issue: The reciprocal causality: what hypothesis has 

the main explanatory power: the growth of cultural 
employment drives the growth of non cultural employment? 
Or the growth of general employment explains the growth
of cultural employment? The second hypothesis seems three
times more powerful thant the first hypothesis



 The intrinsical value: The aesthetic
experience

 The extrinsical value: The indirect effects
through aesthetic experiences in non cultural 
activities

 Consequences

 A difference between results and outcomes

 A fair coordination between artistic and non 
artistic players is required



 “Cost disease” and “Nobody Knows”
 They are still relevant but partially
 These characteristics are present in many other sectors

 Global flows and local flows
 Global flows are mainly managed by non cultural players

that control technology and finance
 Local flows - live or/and face to face - are managed by pure

cultural players and create talents but with no significant
access to technologies and finance

 Industry is more and more at the core of cultural
activities



 As nations enter the Global Information Society, the 
greater cultural concern should be for forging the right 
environment (policy, legal, institutional, educational, 
infrastructural, access etc.) that contributes to this
dynamism and not solely for the defence of cultural 
legacy or an industrial base.

 The challenge for every nation is not how to prescribe an 
environment of protection for a received body of art and 
tradition, but how to construct one of creative explosion 
and innovation in all areas of the arts and sciences.
(Venturelli 2002)



 Clusters and platforms

 The tradtional view: pool of resources and economies of 
scale

 The new common view: make or buy; the exchange of 
big data

 The issue of heterogeneity

 Competition or synergy

 The heterogenity is more fruitful than homogeneity



 What are the expected functions of evaluation: 
assessment, monitoring, mediation?

 Which metrics: market metrics or physical metrics?
 The challenge of the difference between results

and outcomes
 The self-assessment and the checklist:The example

of the OECD-Icom Guide for self evaluation


